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A Coordinate Geometry Proof

Did you realize that you can use your HP 49G to help prove theorems in coordinate geometry? You can!

For example: Prove that in any triangle, the segment connecting the midpoints of any two sides is parallel

to the third side and had a length equalto '/, the third side.

B(a,b)

A(0,0) C(c,0)
 

In other words, using the above triangle, show that the segment connecting the midpoints of AB and BC is

parallel to AC and has a length equal to 7, AC.

The first step is to store each of the coordinate values of the labeled diagram into its own variable.

 

RAD XYZ HEX C= 'H°
HOHEZTo store the x- and y-coordinates of point A into the variables %A and [fHa ALG

03:15. JAN: 02
  

YA, do this: (0) (STO®) (XJALPHAJA) (ENTER). and (0) (STOP)

(ALPHA]YJALPHA]A) (ENTER),
 

Notice how yourinputs echo on the left side, and the results appear on

the right.

ak<A

akYA    I0FAR]LHZGLEASE] =
 

(Also, notice that if you press you will see your variables appear on that menu as you store them.)

Similarly, store the coordinate values of point B (a and b) into the vari-

ables #B and YB,as follows:

2 (CD (STOR]XJALPHA]B) ENTER},
and (2) (C2) (STOPALPHA]YALPHA]B)
(ENTER)

 

 

 

Finally, store the coordinate values of point C (c and 0) into the vari-

ables ®xC and YC:

e) (OD (STORX] (ALPHA]C] (ENTER}
and (0) (STO) (ALPHA]Y] (ALPHA]C] (ENTER),
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RAD XYZ HEY C= '%° ALG
LHONE? 09:17JAN: 02

Ba
: 'a'kxB

a
: 'b'MYB 5

HETIEATHECEETHETE

RAD XYZ HEY C= '%° ALG
LHONE? 09 12s .JAN:02

b
: 'c'BRC

Cc
: apy

a  
[I0FAE] LHZG LEASE]SLAZ[ZERZE]YHEC 



Notice in your variable (VAR)) menu, as the variable list updates, the newer items appear on the left, while

older ones move to the right. To see items other than the most recently stored six, simply press

repeatedly,if necessary, until you see all items and return to the menu's first “page.”

Now that you have all the individual coordinates stored, you can calculate the coordinates of the midpoint

of side AB ofthe triangle. Start with the x-coordinate: 

Press to go into the Equation Writer, then type

ALPHA (XJALPHATB) (DD. RHA

This should produce and highlight this expression:  E0IT CUR:[ETGEVAL[FRCTO[TERFA
 

Now complete the midpoint formula, by typing HEROD.

 

    
   

  

 

 

EDIT CURE[EGEVAL[FRETOITERFA
E

Use to perform and simplify the calculation: =

  

 

 

  
  

RAD XYZ HEX C= 'H' ALG . a Tn
LHOME 03 Sis Janh:03 EDIT CUREETGEVAL[FRCTO[TERFA

a

= Savethis result in its own variable name, MAE (“the X-coor-
n =k=MAE . . . ”

2 dinate of the Midpoint of segment AB”):
4

2 ENTER] STOW» X ALPHA] ALPHA |M) A ENTER
EDIT VIEW|RCL=Tok[FURGE|CLERF Jat : IMATE) ENTER]
 

 

Now, go back to the Equation Writerto find the y-coordinate

of the midpointsimilarly:

(EQW] (ALPHA]YJALPHAJA) (ALPHA]YJALPHA[B]
COEHERIOD.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

EDIT[CUREEXGEVAL[FRCTOJTERFA)

(>EVAL]. [ENTER]STOPJALPHAJALPHA] Y[MJA]BJENTER).

EAD XYZ HEX C= '¥' ALG
{HOME> 08:52 JAN: 03

[.

bE hb
= : =kFYMAB
= 2

b
2

(EDITCUREEIGEVAL[FRCTO|TERFA] EFEENBEETEEET      
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That takes care ofthe coordinates of the midpoint of AB. The next step i

of the Midpoint of segment BC ofthe triangle.

OER
(EVAL) (ENTER) (STOPXALPHAJALPHA|M)BC)(ENTER)
 

(Again, notice the variables appearing on the VAR menu

as they are created.)

 

(EQW) (ALPHA]Y]ALPHA]B)
OOEHEIOD
(STO»ALPHA]ALPHA] YJM]B]C) (ENTER),
 

s to do likewise for the coordinates

 

RAD ®¥Z2 HER C= ‘3° ALG
LHOHE> 03 S5sJAN:02
 

. EZ2pumBC

c+a
=

CELITIEW]FLL2Tik|FURGE]CLEAF]  
 

RAD HYZ HEX €= '¥' ALG
LHOHEZ 03:56 JAN: O02
 

  
.b =: SBYMBC

b
2

EDIT|VIEW|RCL|STuk|FURGE[CLERF  

Now thatthe values are all stored, you can prove the property asserted by the theorem. For example, to

demonstrate that the segment connecting the midpoints is parallel to the base, find and comparethe slopes.

Start with the slope ofthe base:

 

(EQW) (ALPHA]YJALPHA]C) (-)

COOH
= EEE>]

Fnd the result and store it in an aptly named variable:

 

(©JEVAL] (ENTER) (STOALPHA]ALPHA] S|BJAJSJE)

(ENTER),

Now calculate and store the slope of the line connecting the midpoints:

(EQW] (ALPHAJALPHA]CJ(-)

CoO»
(3) (ALPHAALPHAX)MIB)CJALPHA)
© APRAALPHAXIMABAPE) (3D (DH (BD
(©]EVAL) (ENTER) (STOPALPHA]ALPHA (ENTER),

 

 

 

 

00 IETFI)ITO(aT)

EAD XYZ HEX C= '#°
LHOHEZ

 

ALG
03:58» JAN: 02
 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Property confirmed: The two slopes are equal, so those two segmentsare parallel!
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What aboutthe other assertion ofthe theorem—the relationship of the lengths of these two segments?

Go to the Equation Writer and use the general formulafor the distance between two points, plugging in the

variables you created.

 

Try the Base Length first: Jxc - XA)? + (YC - YA)?

Eaw] (x) (XJALPHAT (=) (XJALPHAJ3(2)
(2D (+) (ALPHAYJALPHA]C) (=) (ALPHAYJALPHAJA] (3D
OPO,

Now calculate and store:

 

(©JEVAL) (ENTER) (STOP) (ALPHAALPHA] L|B]AJSJE]
ENTER)

Do likewise for the segment connecting the midpoints:

 

(EQW] (x) (ALPHAJALPHA] XM]B)CJALPHA)
(ALPHAALPHAX[MIABYALPHA) ((B) ®
(ALPHAJALPHA]'Y (=
(ALPHAALPHA)YM)ATB)ALPHA) (3D (0 092)
E3]E>E>]

Calculate and store:

(2JEVAL) (ENTER) (STOP) (ALPHAALPHA ENTER),
 

 

 

 

 

30i ICTri]ITTFTPo
 

KAD #YZ HER £= 'R° ALG
LHOHEZ 03: 24s JAN: 02
 

 

 
A

: @ApSLMS a

: cLBASE
C

EGEIEANTHEEEEEEEE
 

 

Ju]
[a

L=MBC-=MAEY +%MEC—"MA

 

EDIT CUREETSEVAL[FACTO[TEFA]
 

KAD AYZ HER €= 'R°' ALG
LHOHE> i0 02 JAN:02
  
 

 . C: SPLMSG
c
2

EOIT VIEW|RilSTith|PURGE|CLEAE)
To confirm the relationship of the lengths of the two seg-

ments, just set up their ratio:

 
(EQW) [ALPHA]ALPHA ALPHA] (+) 

0 ICTi)WT(aT)TP
 

 

 
30 ICTri)TT(oT i    
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(ALPHAJALPHA]LJB]AlSTEJALPHA]( »)

Now computeit: (EVAL

Property confirmed: The segment connecting the midpoints

of two sides ofa triangleis '/, the length of the base!
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Follow-Up Activity

The proof you just completed was made simpler by a convenient choice ofa triangle whose basesits on the

x-axis. But of course, the proofshould still hold for a triangle of any orientation,like this:

B(c,d)

A(a,b)

Cle.f)
  

Use the above general triangle and your HP 49G to re-confirm the proof.

1. What changes might you expect in your calculations?

 

 

 

2. How might you have to adjust to compare resultsthis time?
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Teacher Notes

With its ability to work with variables and the simplicity ofthe Equation Writer, the HP49G affords a great opportunity to connect the

properties studied in a Geometry course with higher-level coordinate algebra. This activity walks through a coordinateproofand then

provides an extension on the same topic.

While the points raised are fairly simple, the proofshows the value ofusing ratios to relate things instead ofthe usual ‘just show that

visually the things are the same, therefore equal.”

Skills Used: Properties ofsegments connecting the midpoints ofa triangle

Slope ofa line segment

Distance formula
Midpoint formula

Skills Introduced: Storing and Manipulating Variables on the HP49G

Relating Lengths and Slopes ofsegments.

Frequently in doing proofs on the calculatorlike this, more errors arise from labeling than from actual bad computation. Note the

careful choice of meaningful variable names—and the use of single-character, lowercase names only for the coordinate values.

(Note, too, that while you may choose lengthy names to clarify their contents, names that are too long won't entirely fit in a menu

item on the VAR menu, thus compromising their utility as mnemonics.)

The use ofthe general distance formula is not necessary to find the lengths in the proof, ofcourse. Since you're dealing with hori-

zontallines, you'd get the same result simply by subtracting the x-coordinates. This is worth some discussion ifa student mentions

it; ifnot, it’s worth pointing out. The general calculation is definitely necessary in the follow-up activity, however. In fact, that gets

rather messy, andthe two distances don’t necessarily appearto be all comparable upon mere inspection. The power ofthe machine

shows the ratios to be either /, or2 (depending upon the way they're set up).

As set up, the proofuses horizontallines, so the slope values ofzero should come as no surprise. Hopefully, at least one student will

Jump on that point quickly. In the follow-up, the non-zero slopes are still fairly simple and can, with some prodding, be seen intu-

itively to be equal by the better students. Better for everyone, though, is to set up those slopesin a ratio for comparison. The result

should be 1. (Ifthe results come out to be—1, makesure the discussion goes to the fact that with the slope being a difference quotient,

the orderofthe variables is important.)

Anothergood discussion opportunity arises when the calculatorproduces an absolute value when calculating the distance results.
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Three Approaches to the Derivative:
Graphical, Numeric and Analytical

What does a derivative “look like?” How doesit behave? Here's an exercise that gives you three different

waysto think about a derivative.

As you know, for any function, g(x),its derivative, g(x), is defined as lim &(x +h) —8(x) forall x,
h—0 7

if the limit exists. For the function g(x) = sin(x), this definition becomes g'(x) = lim sin(x + A) - sin(x)
h—=0

h
 First purge the variables X and H. Then to evaluate this limit,

start by entering it into the HP 49G’s Equation Writer and

 

CAS HODEZ

 

Indep var:H

using the symbolic algebra tools. Hodulo: 3
_NuHeric _ Approx — CoHp lex

s

First, set the modescorrectly. Press (MODE) HEEEM, and make Fikagoraus z Tony SRmintFo

sure your screen appears as shown here: Don't siHplify 1X1 to XH?

EDIT] JwoHE[ JCANCL]OF
 

 

Press INET METI to accept the mode settings, then go to

the equation writer, EQW). Enterthe difference quotientfirst:

(SNIX) (1) (ALPHATH)(2) (=) (SINX)(2) (2) CEINCHeHI-SINCHY
(ALPHAJH). Now highlight the entire expression, [Pa ur] H Hl

then apply the limit command to the highlighted expression:
(GJcALC) (2)ENTER]2]ENTER) (ALPHAH)(2) (0)a.
    

 

If IBA appears in the menu (i.e.if the “big” fontis currently selected) changeit to IEETHM (press it once)
to select the smaller font, so that you can see the entire expression.

The calculatoris fully capable of evaluating this limit—press ISM... Voila!

How is this done? Magic? No—people have been evaluating limits long before computer algebra systems.

They simply expanded the quotient expression and looked atits behavior as H became very small...

Press to recover the limit expression. Now use a trigonometric identity to expand SIM (X+H.

Press \&/\&/\3, which will highlight SIM {+H2. Then press HE], which will apply the trig identity

SIMCA+BY=SIN (AY *COS (BY+COS CAY*SIMCEY. Press Zana) to highlight the entire quo-
tient. Now split the fraction into two terms by applying FARTFRAC (ENTER).

Now you have the following limit expression, equivalent to your original:

lim COSQXOSINH) , (COS(H) - DSIN(X)
H-0 H H
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To find the limit of a sum, notice that you can find the sum of the Limits (of each addend). Also, note that in

the first term, COS C2 does not depend on H,so it can be factored through the limit. Similarly,in the sec-
ond term, SIM Cx 2 can be factored through. All you really need to do is find how SIH tH2~H and

¢COS CH2—1 2-H behave for H near 0. To do that, use the calculator’s table and graphing features.

 

COFCHGEINCRD  [C0ECHI-1JETRO]
+First, press (JCOPY) to make a copy ofthe expression in the

Limit, as shown here.

  

 

Now press (CANCEL (€2)2D/3D) and set Type to Function.

Then (Y=) (NXT) ENTBETA (NXT) BETTE (+)>) CLEAR)
In the Equation Writer, (JPASTE] the expression you copied I

earlier. Now delete the second addend, 3”(2 (&)DEL),

Your display should now appearlike this:    
  

 

EDIT CUR:EIGEVAL[FRCTO|TERFA

EITICE To delete the COS © factor, press N22

H (JDEL). Yourdisplay should appearas shown here.

  E0IT CURZBIGEVAL[FRETOITERFA
 

 

Press [ENTER] to put that expression into 11. Then press LoosHa-1EI0HD

ICT («) (©) CLEAR] (© JPASTE] to use the original expres- I
sion, and \¥ (GJDEL]. Yourdisplay should looklikethis:
  EDIT CUREEXIGEYAL[FRCTOJTERFHA

REAREE] Press \O\&/ (») (<a)DEL) (GJDEL). Your display should

H appear as shown here (left).

 

 

Press [ENTER] to putthat expression into 'Z.
5 IETF5CTT(aTi)

Now press and set up yourplot as shown below, left. (Be sure to change the independent vari-

able toH.) Then press and set up the as shown below,right.

  
     

    

   

SERAPLOT SETUP S500 TRELE SETUF
, : start :RE

Step: 1
7 7 J 2O00H: YH. vw SHall Font  Type: AutoHatic   Indep:H _SiHult vw Connect

H-Tack:10. WV-Tack:10. 'Faxels

Enter Function(s) to plot

LE0IT]|[HHEZ=[ERAZE]DEAN|
Enter =tarting uglug

EIT][|JCAncL]ok
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Press (9) TABLE) EFI. PressTY((»] to position the cursor on the row with H=0 and in the column

with SIN CHI ~H. Zoom in to the table twice, by pressing IFEELNE ETHAN IEECTLE BETH and you'll see out-

puts for EIN CHI ~H and (1-C03 (H1 1 ~H for values of H near O.

 

1. What does it appear lim SIN(H) is?
H~0 H

 

2. What does it appear lim COSH) is?
H~0 H

Go back to your separated, factored limit expression:

li SINX + H) - SINX) _ .  SIN(H) COS(H) - 1fm ( = ) COS(X) lim 2222 + SINGX) lim ( EL )

Replace each limit expression on the right hand side of this equation with your answers from above.

 

3. Whatis lim SINX + H) - SINKX) ?
H-0 H
 

4. If g(x) = sin(x), whatis its derivative, g'(x)?
 

Take a graphical and numerical look. Press (69]2D/3D), highlight the INDEF field, and changeit to

(ENTER). Press (€9)¥=) (NXT) [EWEET3ICT (NXT)IRI. Enter (SIH C+. 8813 —SIN (X33, 881 for
1 . (This is the difference quotient for SIM Cx 2, with a small value, . B81, substituted for H.) Enter the

expression COS X72 for ¥2. Press TEA IIIT to see the graphs.

5. Trace along the two graphs. What do you notice?
 

6. What does this say about the derivative of glx) = sin(x)?
 

 

TRELE SETUF  
Start:0.

TBLSET . Step: .1Press

(69)

TBLSET), and set up the table as shown here: Foon: 4.  SHall Font

Type:

  Press and look at the resulting table of values.  [Choofe table ForHat
|feHuoz]|JARCL]0k

7. What do you notice about the values for the difference quotient and COS x2?

 

 

8. What doesthis tell you aboutthe derivative of sin(x)?
 

9. How could you change the definition of YI to make the values of Y1 and Y2 even closer?
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Teacher Notes

This activity introduces the idea ofthe derivative function, and introduces connections between the graph ofa function and its deriv-

ative. Students should know the definition ofderivative at a point. They should also be familiar with defining functions and looking

at graphs andtables before doing this activity. Most keystrokes are shown, but some familiarity with graphs and tables is assumed.

As a further exploration, students can investigate thedifference in behavior between the difference quotient definition ofderivative,

} i _ sin(x+ h)-sin(x-h
covered here and the symmetric difference quotient, which states g’(x) = lim-

h->0 2h

They can do this by looking atthe errors in the two approximations—subtracting the exact value ofthe derivative from the difference

quotient (or symmetric difference quotient) approximation.

Answers

2 0

3. cos)

4. cos)

5. The two graphs are virtually indistinguishable in the default viewing window.

6. This gives graphical evidence that the derivative ofsin(x) is cost).

7. The outputs from thedifference quotient are very close, but not exactly equal, to the outputs from cos(x).

8. The answer to number 7gives numeric support to the conclusion that the derivative ofsin(x) is cos(x).
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Introduction to

Confidence Intervals Around a Mean
SAT-M Scores and Speeding Cars

The Scholastic Aptitude Test for Mathematics (SAT-M)is widely used to measure readinessfor college math.

The test is developed and tried out on a “standardization group” to adjust the scoring so that the group

mean is 500 and the standard deviation is 100. The test-taking population (all students who take the test

in a given year) generally has a lower mean score. In 199], the population mean for the SAT-M was pu = 474.

The reasoning behind confidence intervals

Suppose that you took a random sample of 500 students who took the SAT-M in 1991. Are you guaranteed

that the mean forthis sample will be % = 474? Of course not. You can expect some variability in sample

means from sample to sample. If you took several random samples of the population you might expect

some of the sample means to be smaller than 474, and some to be larger. Recall from the central Limit the-

orem that sample means of a particular size are distributed normally, regardless of the population distribu-
tion. Furthermore,if the population has a mean of p and standard deviation of G, then the sample mean

distribution will be N(u,6/\n), where n is the size of each of the samples.

Imagine that you took repeated random samples from the 1991 population of SAT-M test takers and com-

puted the mean for each sample. Your variable would then be ¥. You should expect ¥ to be normally dis-

tributed with a mean of 474 (the population mean). Now assume that the population standard deviation is

100, then the standard deviation for yourdistribution of sample means would be:

1. You may be used to viewing ¥ as a statistic. Now it is being referred to as a variable. Write a short para-

graph explaining how you are viewing ¥ differently now.

 

 

 

Recall that in a normal distribution, about 95% of the variable values will lie within two standard deviations

ofthe distribution mean. In our example, we should expect that 95% of the means of our random samples

should be within 2(4.5) = 9 points of p = 474. To say that X lies within 9 points pt is the same as saying that

u lies within 9 points of ¥. Thus, for 95% of the sample means, pt will be between ¥ — 9 and ¥ + 9. The

interval of numbers between ¥ + 9 is called a 95% confidence interval for LL

2. A random sample of 500 students from the population of all 1991 SAT-M test takers has a mean score

of 480. Compute, by hand, the 95% confidence interval for pu based on this sample.
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Using the HP 49G calculate confidence intervals

Turn on the calculator and press (STAT). Select the Conf. Interval option. In that choose box, select

2-INT:1p, which will take you to an input screen. To recompute problem 2, use these values:

x: HEO n: 500

aio 100 C: 0.36

Press ECM. When the computationis finished, you will see a screen that contains two z-scoresthat corre-

spond to the endpoints of the interval that contains 95% of the area under the standard normalcurve. These

are sometimes called the critical z-scores. You will also see numbers labeled as pu min and pu max. These

correspond to the endpoints of the confidence interval. Now press [IEIdi. This shows the standard normal

curve with the critical z-scores identified. Below the curve is a scale showing the sample mean lined up with

the standardized mean of 0, and pu min and p max lined up with the critical z-scores. Press IEAM to return

to the previous display or press IEE to return to the stack.

3. Did the calculatorreturn results identical to the results of your hand calculations in problem 2?

Why or why not?
 

 

 

In practice, the population mean py, is usually not known. Statisticians use confidence intervals based upon

a sample mean to estimate the population mean.

4. Suppose you are interested in the 1991 SAT-M scores for the population of students that come from

California. A random sample of 300 California students that took the SAT-M is examined and a sam-

ple mean of 471 is computed. Assume that the population standard deviation is still 100. Whatis the

95% confidence interval for p, the mean of the population of California SAT-M testtakers in 1991, based

on this sample?
 

5. Whatis the 99% confidence interval for Lu, the mean ofthe population of California SAT-M test takers in

1991, based on the sample from problem 4?
 

6. Whatis the 90% confidence intervalfor p, the mean of the population of California SAT-M test takers

in 1991, based on the sample from problem 4?
 

7. Write a paragraph describing the effects of the confidence level on the size of the confidence interval.

Why doesit work this way?
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This is a good time to mention some cautions about confidence intervals:

A 95% confidence interval for pu does not say that the probability is 0.95 that p falls within the interval. It

merely says that the interval was computed in a way that gives correct results in 95% ofall of the samples.

No randomness remains after a particular sample is selected; the population mean either falls within the

confidence interval computed upon that sample or it doesn't.

Note that samples must be selected randomly from the population. The method of computing confidence

intervals relies on the central limit theorem, and the central limit theorem applies only to random samples

from a population.

So far, the method of computing confidence intervals relies on knowing the population standard deviation,

o. This is rarely true in practice. In the next section, you will see that there is a way around this limitation.

Confidence intervals in practice

In the method outlined above, deciding on a 95% confidence level determined two z-scores between which-
lay 95% ofthe area under the standardized normal curve (namely z = £1.96). This is graphically illustrat-

ed by the HP 49G.

Knowing (the sample mean), n (the samplesize), and G (the population standard deviation), you can alge-

braically find the value of p for each z-score, using the relationship z = th :
n

These calculated values of p could give the confidence interval for the population mean, although it is rare

that you need an estimate for the population mean. However, you do know G, the population standard

deviation, and it seems natural to substitute s, the sample standard deviation, for G in the above formula.

Doing so does not give a z-score, however. It gives a new statistic called a #-score: t= to7
sivn

Unlike the z statistic, the statistic does not have a normal distribution. It has a distribution called the # dis-

tribution. Furthermore, there is a different ¢ distribution for every sample size n. Statisticians classify ¢ dis-

tributions in terms of degrees offreedom. The degrees of freedom ofa ¢ distribution is equal to n — 1.

For example, suppose you want to use the mean and standard deviation from a sample of 500 to compute

a 95% confidence intervalfor the population mean. You mustfind the two #-scores between which lies 95%

of the area underthe curveofthe ¢ distribution with 499 degrees of freedom. Fortunately, the HP 49G does
most ofthis for you....

Revisiting problem 4: Suppose that a random sample of 300 California students who took the SAT-M is

examined and a sample mean of 471 is computed. Instead of assuming a population standard deviation of

100, you now compute the standard deviation of the sample to be 92. Whatis the 95% confidence interval

for p, the mean of the population of California SAT-M testtakers in 1991, based on this sample?
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Press ()5), select the Conf. Interval option, and choose T-INT: iy, which will take you to an input

screen. Enter these field values: 2: 471 n: 200 sx: 33 C: (0.35

Press ELAM. When the computation is finished, you will see a screen that contains two z-scores that corre-

spond to the endpoints ofthe interval that contains 95% ofthe area under the curve ofthe distribution

with 299 degrees of freedom. These are sometimes called the critical z-scores. You will also see numbers

labeled as p min and pu max. These correspond to the endpoints of the confidence interval.

Now press [TLA. This shows the appropriate ¢ distribution curve with thecritical z-scores identified. Below

the curve is a scale showing the sample mean lined up with the ¢ distribution mean of 0, and pu min and p

max Lined up with the critical #-scores. Notice the ¢ distribution looks very similar to the normal distribution.

In fact, the ¢ distribution resembles the normaldistribution more closely as the number of degreesoffree-

dom increases. Press to return to the previous display or press IEE to return to the stack.

The speeds of 25 cars traveling past a point 56 49 44 61 67 43

on a country road are measured on a sunny 51 53 57 60 59 47

day. These speed (in MPH) are given here: 55 58 67 43 66 62

64 51 61 61 48 56 62

8. Find the 95% confidence interval for p based on this sample.
 

9. Find the 99% confidence interval for p based on this sample.
 

10. Find the 90% confidence interval for pu based on this sample.
 

1. Does the confidence level have the same general effect on the size of the confidence interval as in

question 7?
 

12. Are these estimated values for pu good indications of the mean speed ofall ofthe cars that have ever

passed this point in the road? Write a paragraph explaining why or why not.
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Teacher Notes

This activity may represent students’first experience with inferential statistics. It represents a substantial leap forward from the last

activity because it assumes several statistical concepts, including: population and sample means and standard deviations; experi-

ence with finding areas under the standard normal distribution; and a conceptual awareness ofthe central limit theorem. The rea-
soning behind the process offinding confidence intervals around a population mean is discussed at length before the HP49G is used.

Confidence intervals around a population mean for an unknown population standard deviation are also discussed, necessitating the

introduction ofthet distribution.

Materials needed: At least one HP496per group.

Ter:ms introduced: Central limit theorem, confidence level, confidence interval around a mean, critical z-scores, t-score, t

distribution, degrees offreedom, critical t-score.

Calculator fiunctions introduced: Confidence intervals: Z-INT: I u, TINT: 1 u, confidence interval graphs

10.

12

Solutions to Selected Exercises

You are now analyzing a set ofdata that represents many sample means.

(471, 489)

The area under the normal curve between two standard deviations below the mean to two standard deviations above the mean

is only approximately 95%. Look at the critical t-scores returned by the calculator. Round-offerror in computing Gx in

question 2 also contributes to differences in the two answers.

To three decimal places: (459.684, 482.316)

To three decimal places: (456.128, 485.871)

To three decimal places: (461.503, 480.497)

To three decimal places: (52.980, 59.100)
Note: the sample mean and standard deviation

To three decimal places: (51.893, 60.187) must be computed before these confidence

intervals can be computed.
To three decimal places: (53.503, 58.577)

No, this sample is biased towardgood road conditions.

Extensions

Ask students to think ofa survey question to ask students in the school upon which a mean confidence interval could be computed.

Determine a random sample, conduct the survey, collect data, and analyzethe results.
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Introduction to Significance Testing
More SAT-M Scores

Statistical inference has two major goals. One is the estimation of population statistics by computing con-

fidence intervals based upon sample statistics. The other goalis the assessment ofstatements about a pop-

ulation. Such statements can be examined through tests of significance, a processillustrated here.

The reasoning behind tests ofsignificance

While discussing SAT-M scores, a teacher states that these scores overestimate the ability of typical high

school seniors, because the test is taken by predominantly college bound students. The teacher goes on

to claim thatif all students took the SAT-M, the mean would be no more than 450, not the national mean

of 471. You disagree. You think that the mean would be bigger than 450. How can yourclaim be tested?

One way to testthe claim is to test every single high schoolsenior in the nation and compute the mean. Of

course, this would cost millions of dollars and require the cooperation of millions of people. Fortunately,

there is a way to test this claim based on a random sample—at a certain level ofstatistical significance

(more on that idea later).

Suppose that a random sample of 300 high schoolseniors is selected nationwide and given the SAT-M (if

they did not already take it). Suppose that the mean forthis sample is 461. Does this information support

your claim on its own? Notreally. Itis possible that a different random sample might yield a mean of 443,

due to naturalvariability. So how do you know if the sample mean of 461 really supports the claim that if

all students took the SAT-M, the mean would be greater than 450?

The first step,is to state the null hypothesis (abbreviated Hy—the statementthatsignificance testing will

allow you to accept or reject. Hy is the claim that you're trying to find evidence against—usually a state-

ment ofno effect, or no difference. In this case,it is: “The mean SAT-M score of all U.S. high school seniors

is equal to 450.” Symbolically, you would write Hy: p= 450. Notice that the null hypothesis is stated rel-

ative to a population variable. You already know that the mean of your random sample is 461, not 450.

You're trying to determine if this is enough evidence to conclude that the population mean is not 450.

The next step is to state the opposing, or alternative, hypothesis (abbreviated H)—the statement you're

seeking evidence for. In this case, H, is: “The mean SAT-M score of all high schoolseniorsis greater than

450.” Symbolically, you would write H,: pu > 450.

Next, you specify thesignificance level of the test (denoted as o)—the “confidence” requirement you wish
to put on the data. For example,if you choose a significance level of ao. = 0.05, you are requiring that the

data provide evidence against H, thatis so strong that the test would give wrong results (thisis, cause you

to reject a true Hy) no more than 5% ofthe time (or 1 time in 20). Common significance levels are 0.10,
0.05 and 0.01.
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Finally, suppose you know that the SAT-M scores are normally distributed with a population standard devi-

ation of 100.

You're now ready to apply a test ofsignificance. To summarize: Hy p=450 H,; p>450

c =100 ¥ = 461

Now, as you recall, a z-score is a measure of how far the sample mean is from a claimed population mean.

] , oo _X-W _ 461-450 _ {905
So you can compute a z-score based on the above information: z oli = 100/300 =

Is this difference extreme enough to reject the null hypothesis? You may recall (or can verify from a table)

that about 95% ofthe area underthe standard normal curve lies below z = 1.645. That means that about

5% of the area under the standard normalcurve lies above z = 1.645. Thus z = 1.645 is called the critical

z-score fora significance level of ot = 0.05. The z-score you computed based on your data is 1.905, which

is greater than the critical z-score of 1.645. Therefore, there is enough evidence to reject Hy. We can say,

at a 0.05 levelofsignificance, that the mean SAT-M score ofall high school seniors is more than 450.

Using the HP 49G to testsignificance

The purpose ofthe previous section was to provide the reasoning behind the process ofsignificance testing.

In reality, most statisticians perform these tests using a computer or calculator. Try redoing the previous

problem using the HP 49G. This will illustrate the steps involved in using the significance testing features,

and the graphicaldisplay should clarify the ideas behind thattesting.

Turn on the calculator and press Select the Hypath. Tests... option and get the Hypothesis

Tests choose box. (Significance tests are sometimes called hypothesis tests.) Select 2-Test: 1iu.,which

will take you to an input screen. Then, to recompute the above problem,just enter these values into their

respective fields: p: 428 z: 461 a: 188 n: 386 o: B.85

Press ETA. You'll then see the Alternative Hypothesis choose box. Select wx450 and press HEIN
After some calculation, the calculatorwill return the z-score associated with % = 461 (this should be famil-

iar), a statistic known as the P-value,the critical z-score (also explained above), and a statistic called the crit-

ical ¥. Notice that the very top ofthis window tells youto reject p = 450, the null hypothesis, H,. This is

that same result you got by hand.

1. Record the values of z, P, critical z, and critical ¥ for this test.

 

The P-value is the probability, assuming Hy is true, that the test will indicate that you should reject H;,. The

smaller the P-value, the stronger the evidence against Hy. In fact, you reject Hy, precisely when P < a.

Another way to decide whetherto reject Hy is by looking at the critical X. The critical X is the value of the

sample mean that is on the boarderline in termsof providing evidence to reject or notreject Hy. In this case,

your measured sample mean is more extreme (farther from p = 450) than the critical ¥, so you reject H,.
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Now press HEAL. You'll see the standard normal curve. Notice the value ofR shown on the curve with the

arrow pointing to the right. This shows the reject region forthis test.

Underthe standard normal curveis a different scale, upon which the SAT-M score is plotted. Notice that the

null hypothesized mean score aligns with the mean z-score. Also see that the critical aligns with the value
of R. Finally, look at your sample X. It is in the reject region on the standard normal curve, which is the

same as saying thatit is more extreme than the critical x.

2. Perform a new test, this time with a significance level of oo = 0.01. Whatis the result ofthis test (reject

or accept Hy)?

 

3. What are the values of z, P,critical z, and critical 3?

 

4. Did you really need to perform this test over to decide whether to reject Hy, or did the results ofthe pre-

vioustest provide enough information? Explain.

 

 

 

The abovetestis called a one-tailed test, because the reject area is contained in just onetail of the standard

normal distribution—the uppertail, since the alternative hypothesis was H,: p> 450. Similarly, if the alter-

native hypothesis had been H,: pu < 450, that would also have been a one-tailed test,since the reject region
would be contained in the lowertail of the distribution. However,if the alternative hypothesis had been H;:

un # 450, you would have had a two-tailed test. In such a test, you don’t make a claim that the mean of the

population is specifically greater than, or less than, 450. Rather, you reject the null hypothesis if the sam-

ple mean were different enough from 450 in either direction.

5. Use the HP 49G to test Hy: p= 450, H,: p #450, at the 0.05 level ofsignificance based on the same
sample. Whatis the result ofthis test (reject or accept Hy)? Don't forget to look at the graph forthis

test. Do you see why it is called a two-tailed test?
 

 

 

6. Record the upper and lowercritical ¥ values, and the critical z-scores.
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7. Use the HP 49G to compute the 0.95 level confidence interval for pu based on this sample. Write down

this interval along with the critical z-scores.
 

 

8) Use the HP 49G to test Hy: pu = 450, H,: p #450, at the 0.01 Level ofsignificance based on the same

sample. Record the upper and lowercritical ¥ values, and the critical z-scores.

 

9) Use the HP 49G to compute the 0.99 level confidence interval for pu based on this sample. Write down

this interval along with the critical z-scores.
 

 

10) Write a short paragraph about the connection between a two-tailed testof significance based on p, and

a confidence interval for pL
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Teacher Notes

This activity describes in some detail the ideas behind significance testing ofclaims about a mean. After a discussion based on an

example, the HP 49G is used to recompute the same example. Students are also asked to compute confidence intervals for a popu-

lation mean. This is done to reinforce the previous activity, and to make the connection between confidence intervals and two-tailed

tests ofsignificance. A known population standard deviation is assumed throughout this activity so that the standard normal distri-

bution can be used. This assumption is dropped in the next activity.

Materials needed: At least one HP 496per group.

Terms introduced: Test ofsignificance, null hypothesis, alternate hypothesis, significance level, P-value, critical *, one-

tailedtest, two-tailed test.

Calculator functions introduced: Test ofhypothesis: Z-Test: 1u

Solutions to Selected Exercises

I. z=1905P = 0.028,critical z = 1.645, critical = 459.497. (All numerical answers here are rounded to 3 decimal places.)

2. This test advises to acceptHy.

4. No, z andP do not depend on o.. In this case, rejectHy when P = 0.028 < o.. Because o. = 0.01, you accept Hy.

5. This test advises to accept Hy. Looking at the graph, the two reject regions (one at each tail) are visible.

6. Critical = {449.6, 472.3}, critical z = {—1.960, 1.960). Also note that the P-value for this two-tailed testis twice the P-

value forthe one-tailed test in question I.

7. The 95% confidence interval foru is (449.684, 472.316).

8. Critical ® = (446.1, 475.8}, critical z = {-2.576, 2.576).

9. The 99% confidence interval foruu is (446.128, 475.871).

10. A two-sided significance test at level 0. rejects a hypothesis Hy: 1 = py exactly when the value ofyy) falls outside a level-o

confidence interval forpu.

Extensions

Discuss Type | and Type Ilerrors.

Discuss the role ofsample size on tests ofsignificance and confidence intervals.
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Practical Significance Testing
Speeders and Lightbulbs

In the previous activity, the significance testing procedure used the standard normal distribution to compute

a z-score based upon a random sample, then compareit to a critical z-score based upon 0, the desired level

ofsignificance. This use of the standard normal distribution depends upon knowing ©,the population stan-

dard deviation. In practice,it is quite rare to know ©. You were in a similar situation when you considered

confidence interval. In that case, you used s, the sample standard deviation in place of the population stan-

dard deviation, which necessitated using a z-distribution in place ofthe standard normal distribution. The

same situation exists for significance testing.

Significance testing with an unknown population standard deviation

The speeds of 25 cars traveling past a point on a country road is measured on a random sunny day. These

speed are given below. (Thisis the same sample used in the activity on confidence intervals.)

56 49 44 61 67 43 51 53 57 60 59 47 55

58 67 43 66 62 64 51 61 61 48 56 62

1. Find the mean and standard deviation for this sample.

 

Residents along the road claim thatthe average car goesfaster than the posted 55 MPH speed limit. The

mean computed above does notreally provide convincing evidence that the claim is true, so you decide to

apply a test ofsignificance at the ot = 0.10 level.

2. Whatshould the null hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it using the standard symbolism.

 

 

3. What should the alternative hypothesis beforthis test? Be sure to write it with standard symbolism.

 

 

4. Will this be a one-tailed or two-tailed test?

 

Turn on the HP 49G,press (2)STAT). Select the Hypoth. Te=t=. .. option. From the Hypothesis Tests

choose box, select T-Test: 1p, which will take you to an input screen. Enter the proper values in each of

the fields (and note the explanation that appears on the bottom ofthe screen when you highlight each

field). When you're finished, press HET.
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5. Would you acceptorreject the null hypothesis?
 

6. Does this support the residents’ claims? Why or why not?
 

 

Rememberto look at the graph ofthis situation.

Testing light bulbs

You are the quality control manager forthe Bright Idea Lightbulb Company. Printed on the outside pack-

age ofeach lightbulb is the claim “Average life 1000 hours.” You decide to test the claim by taking a ran-

dom sample of 10 bulbsoff the production line and measuring their life. The results (in hours) are:

989 1012 997 997 999 992 994 996 998 996

7. Find the mean and standard deviation forthis sample.
 

You decide to perform a test ofsignificance at the o. = 0.05 level based on this sample.

8. What should the null hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it using the standard symbolism.

 

9. The packaging will be changed if the population mean life turns out to be significantly different from

1000 hours (either smaller or larger). What should the alternative hypothesis be forthis test?

 

10. Will this be a one-tailed or two-tailed test?
 

1. Do you accept or reject the null hypothesis?
 

12. Do you have to change the packaging?
 

13. The company president wants a report of the significance test—uwrite it below. Be sure to include infor-

mation about sample size, test method, the values of the sample statistics, and all ofthe values (and

their meanings) that the calculator returned.
 

 

 

 

14. Whatis the 95% confidence interval for the mean bulb life of the population (in hours)?
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Teacher Notes

In this activity, tests ofsignificance about a population mean are applied in situations where the population standard deviation is not

known. This is far more realistic than the previous activity. Due to the work already done with confidence intervals, the t statistic is

used without much fanfare. Both situationsin this activity involve a claim about a population mean that appears to be supported by

a sample mean. These sample mean differences do not turn outto be statistically significant.

Materials Needed

At least one HP49Gper group.

Calculator functions introduced

Test ofhypothesis: Z-Test: Ju

Solutions to Selected Exercises

All numerical answers rounded to three decimal places

l. X =5604MPHs = 74I3.

2 Hy p=55.

3 Hy u>55.

4. This is a one-tailed test

5. AcceptHy (P = 0.245).

6. This test does not support the residents claims becausethe significance test advises the acceptance ofHy: u = 535.

In other words, even though the sample mean speed was over 55 MPH, the differenceis notstatistically significant.

7X = 997hours, s = 6.055.

8 Hy p= 1000

9. Hp, pu#1000

10. This is a two-tailed test.

Il. AcceptHy (P = 0.152).

12. The packaging can stay; the significance test advises the acceptance ofHy: u = 1000. The sample mean life wasless than
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1000 hours (9 bulbs out ofthe 10 samples had a life less than 1000 hours), but the difference is not statistically significant.

14. The99% confidence interval foris(992.668, 1001.331). Be careful to use theT-Int: 1p confidence interval option. Notice

that the sample mean lies within this interval.

Extensions

Discuss the role ofthe significance level. For what kinds oftests would one require a high level ofsignificance? Medical trials and
aviation testing comes to mind...

Because ofvariability associated with human behavior, many claims regarding psychological and education treatmentare held to a
much lowerlevel ofsignificance (0.10 or even 0.20). Discuss this idea.

Ask students to try to think ofclaims that they would like to test. Encourage them to formulate testable questions, construct surveys,

collect data, and analyze the results. Be careful that student generated claims do not involve the comparison oftwo sample means.
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